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Absinzc&--lko mumcast protocob are proposed for detledon. 
muted .udptlcal packct4tched networks. One achemi! sends a 
deflected moltlcast packet back to the mot node whUe Ihe other 
sen& h back to the delledon polnt Both schema can he Imple- 
mented udng demonstrated optlcal dgnal p m s l n g  technology. 
The performance of the two proposed multicast schema are a m -  
pared udug Manhattan Shret Nttworks. We found that the back- 
m-the-mot-node scheme performed better than the back-to-the- 
delledon-node scheme. A hybrid approach can farther Improve 
the system performance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Multicast is an important service that will he provided hy 
most networks in the future. Traditional multicast routing p m  
tocols are based on store-and-forward muting strategy. These 
protocols assume that the nodes have the capabilities to buffer 
packets and have sufficient processing power to perfarm tasks 
such as multicast tree management and packet dupliations at 
branch nodes. Both assumptions may not hold in all-optical 
networks. Fiber-hased optical bufFers have a ked delay and 
the signals degrade with time inside the buffers. Besides, only 
simple logic gates have been realized all-optically at present. 
Complex optical logic circuits are not available yet [I]. Current 
pposals for multicasting services on optical nctwomi such as 
the light tree approach [2] and the optical burst switching ap 
pmach [3] assume that hybrid switching is used, i.e., the packet 
headers are converted to the electrical domain for processing 
131 while the packets remam in the optical domain. 
Recently, we proposed a deflection routing address. scheme 
for all-optical packet switched networks 141. The proposed 
routing scheme requires only simple signal processing and can 
be implemented all-optically using the bitwise optica.1 logical 
gates demonshated in the literature. Ddection routin,% is used 
in order to eliminate or minimize the-use of buffers. I n  deflec- 
tion routing, packets that lose their contentions for their opti- 
mal output l i i  are intentionally mutcd to the "wnng" output 
ports. The mimuted packets will eventually find their ways to 
their destination nodes with increased delay. In effect, deflec- 
tion routing uses the network links as buffers for the: packets 
instead of storing them at the nodes. 
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Incorporation of multicast service in the proposed deflection- 
routed all-optical packet-switched networks is not straightfor- 
ward. For example, because of the lack of all-optical tahle look- 
up functions, information of the multicast trees cannot be stored 
locally at the nodes. Such information must be encoded in the 
address header of the packet similar to the self-routing address 
proposed in [SI. Moreover, a multicast packet can he forced off 
its path in deflection routing. The packet may skip some nodes 
and/orvisitothernodesonthetreemultiple times ifpropermea- 
sures are not taken. To avoid erroneous handling of a multicast 
packet, a node must be able to determine whether it has seen 
an arriving multicast packet before and whether the multicast 
packet has followed its path properly. This can be achieved if a 
node keeps a record of every packet's visit, or the node modifies 
the packet's address header. Both approaches are difficult to im- 
plement all-optically. The former approach requires all-optical 
memory retrieval while the latter requires all-optical modifica- 
tion of the address headers on-thefly. To complicate matters 
further, the branch nodes of the tree have to determine whether 
there are sufficient output links before they duplicate the mul- 
ticast packets. In deflection routing, one typically assumes that 
the number of input and output ports are equal. Therefore every 
arriving packet is guaranteed at least one choice of output link. 
The same assumption, however, does not hold in multicasting 
at the branch nodes of the tree. 
In this paper, we propose two multicast protocols that are 
compatible with the deflection routing scheme proposed in [4]. 
Both protocols can be implemented using demonstrated optical 
technology. In Section ll, we give a brief review of the basic 
unicast deflection routing scheme we proposed in [4]. In Sec- 
tion m, we describe how to encode the multicast tree in the 
address header. Sections IV discusses the two proposed multi- 
cast schemes. In Section V, we describe the all-optical imple- 
mentation ofthepmposedmulticast dellectionrouting schemes. 
Section VI compares the performance of the two schemes us- 
ing the Manhattan Street Networks. Finally, we conclude in 
Section Vn. 
11. T H E  BASIC UNICAST DEFLECTION ROUTING SCHEME 
A .  Seljlm0utingaddre.s~ 
In the proposed self-routing address, the paths between any 
two nodes are fixed. The address of a node encodes a unique 
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in each address must satisfy the following condition; 
Condition I: 
Ifthepathsf” fwo di@emnt nodes IO the same destination 
node meet at an intennediate node. the subsequent l ink  and 
nodes used Ly the hvopaths must be the same. 
For a network of N nodes and L output links, we assume that 
all links are bi-directional, or each node has the same number 
of inputloutput links. Each node is labeled from 1 to N .  The 
output links connecting to each node are labeled from 1 to n(i) 
where n(i)  is the number of output links connected to the i- 
th node. We have n(i) = 2L. The self-muting address 
of a node contains H bits, where H = 2L. Each address is 
divided into N fields. Each field corresponds to one node in the 
network. The i-th field of an address contains n(i) bits. The 
i-th address field of node i is set to zero. For the j-th address 
field of node i ,  j # i ,  one and only one of the n(j) bits, the 
z-th bit say, is set to 1. The other bits at the j-th address field 
are set to zeroes. A n o n a m  entry at the z-th bit of the j-th 
address field means that node j will fonvard a packet with such 
an address to the z-th output link [4], [5] .  
B. D+ction muting 
To implement deflection routing, alternate link choices called 
deflection preference fields are encoded in the ad& header 
after the primary link choice in the same fashion as described 
in 11-A [4]. The deflection preference fields have the same num- 
ber of bits as the primary address field. Each bit position in the 
deflection preference fields is associated witb an output port of 
the node. Each deflection preference field identifies an output 
that is different from all the previous choices of outputs by the 
packet. Figure 1 shows an example of the address field COIR- 
sponding to a 3 x 3 node j in a network with full deflection 
preference. 
C. Routing opention 
When a node receives a packet, it only processes the address 
field corresponding to the node itself. A node ncognizes that 
a packet has arrived at the destination if the corresponding ad- 
dress field is all zem. Otherwise it forwards the packet to the 
Iwl output link as specified. A node assigns its output ports 
to the arriving packets in successive rounds in accordance to 
the order of the output port choices indicated in the packet’s 
deflection preference fields. In the first round of output port 
assignment, the node considers the primary address fields of 
the arriving packets. The node assigns the uncontended output 
ports to the packets requesting them. The node assigns each of 
the contended output ports to one of the contending packets at 
random. In the second round of output ports assignment, the 
node pmcesses the first deflection preference fields of all the 
packets that have not been assigned an output port in the first 
round. These are the packets that have lost in their respective 
contentions. If the output port indicated at the first deflection 
j-th address field 
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Fig. 1. An cxampls ofthe address field ofa 3x3 nods wi+h full deflection 
prefumce fields sddcd. 
preference field of a packet has already been assigned in the 
previous round, the packet will not be assigned an output port 
in this round. If more than one of the remaining packets request 
the same output port in their first deflection preference field, the 
contended output ports are assigned to one of the contending 
packets at random. The uncontended output ports are assigned 
to the packets requesting them. The procedure will be repeated 
until all the packets are assigned an output port or the deflection 
preference fields are exhausted. In the latter case, the packets 
that have not been assigned an output port will be assigned to 
the remaining available output ports randomly. 
111. ENCODING THE MULTICAST TREE 
We assume that the multicast trees are pre-computed. We 
encode the multicast tree in the packet header so that intame- 
diate nodes can mute and duplicate the multicast packets with 
minimum processing. Similar to the self-routing address de- 
scribed in Section 11, a multicast address contains N fields and 
each address field corresponds to a node in the network. But 
the i-th field now contains n(i) + 1 bits, where i = 1,. . . , N .  
The address fields corresponding to nodes not belonging to the 
multicast tree are set to 0. For nodes belonging to the tree, the 
first bit in the corresponding address field is used as a copy bit 
which instructs the node to make a local copy of the packet if it 
is set to 1. The copy hit is set to 0 for nodes that only forward 
andor duplicate the packet. For each node on the tree except 
the leave nodes, the (j + 1)-th bit of the i-th field in the multi- 
cast address is set to 1 if the j-th output link ofncde i is an edge 
of the multicast tree. Note that the address fields corresponding 
to the branch nodes of the multicast tree contain multiple 1 bits 
apart from the copy bit. The leave nodes have their copy bit set 
to 1 and the rest of the address field set to 0. The number of 1 
bits in the multicast address is equal to the number of edges plus 
the number of receiving nodes in the multicast tree. Deflection 
preference fields can be added after the primary address fields 
in the manner described in Section II-B. 
When a node on the multicast tree receive a pack& it will 
make a local copy of the packet if the copy bit is set to 1. The 
node makes z - 1 copies of the packet where z is the num- 
ber of 1’s in the address field corresponding to the node. The 
node then sends the 2 packets (the z - 1 copies and the original 
packet) to the z different output links identified by the 1 bits. 
The multicast address described above would function properly 
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if there were only one packet in the network, i.e.. there is no 
output link contention. 
IV. MULTICAST IN DEFLECTION ROUTING 
In deflection muting, a multicast packet may be deflected off 
the multicast tree due to output link contentions. The packet 
therefore has to be able to find its way back to the deflection 
point after each deflection and resumes its journey. Ths nodes 
on the tree that the deflected packet encounters, if any, during 
its hip back to the deflection point should ignore the multicast 
instruction encoded in the packet. There are different ways to 
cany this out. In the following, we proposed two schemes that 
can be implemented using available optical technology In the 
first scheme, a deflected multicast packet is directed back to the 
mt node while in the second scheme the deflected multicast 
packet is direeted back to the deflection node instead. This is 
achieved by including in the address header the address; of the 
mt node or the deflection node in the first and second multicast 
scheme, respectively, besides the multicast address as described 
in Section m. 
A. The back-io-ihe-mot-node (Bw scheme 
The packet address contains three parts. Part I contains two 
bits, part II contains the unicast address of the root node, and 
Part III contains the multicast address we described in In. The 
first bit in Part I identifies the type of the packet; uniNast (0) 
or multicast (1). The seeond bit in Part 1 of the address iden- 
tifies whether the packet is a normal multicast packet ((1) or a 
deflected multicast packet (0). When a node i receives a packet, 
there are three possibilities. 
I) Pari Iojihe address = 11: The packet is a normal mul- 
tieast packet. The node checks the address field comeqionding 
to the node in the multicast address @art ITI of the addms). If 
the first bit in the corresponding field, i.e.. the copy bit, is 1, the 
node makes a local copy of the packet. The node then erases the 
copy bit Let the number of 1 bits in the rest of the corrmpond- 
ing field be 2. If z = 0, the node is a leaf node of the multicast 
tree. The node does not forward the packet. If z = 1, tbe node 
forwards the packet to the output link identified by the 1 bit. If 
z > 1, the node then checks whether all the output links iden- 
tified by the 1 bits are available. If so, the node makes z - 1 
copies of the packet. In each of the z copies of the packet, the 
node erases all but one of the 1 bits in its address field such that 
the remaining 1 bits are all in different bit positions. The node 
then sends the z packets to the z different output links identified 
by the 1 bits. If one or more of the output links identifiei by the 
multicast packet is in contention with other packets, the node 
will not duplicate any packet and the packet will be deflected. 
The node first erases the second bit in part 1 of the address and 
the packet will be muted according to the deflection preference 
fields in the multicast address. 
The above procedure ensures that there are sufficient Output 
links before a node makes duplicates of a multicast packet in a 
branch node. It also prevents the duplicated packets from e m -  
neous copying and duplication if they are deflected at a down- 
stream part of the tree and re-visit the node. 
2) Pari I of addms = 10: The packet is a deflected multi- 
cast packet. The node processes the unicast address @art II of 
the address field) in the header and routes the packet accord- 
ingly. If the corresponding address field is all zero, the packet 
has reached the root node. The node then changes the second 
bit of part I of the address to 1 and proceeds to process the mul- 
ticast part of the address. 
3) Part I of address = 00 or 01: The packet is a unicast 
packet. The node processes part I1 of the address field and 
routes the packet accordingly. If the corresponding address field 
is all zeros, the packet has reached the destination node. 
In this scheme, a deflected multicast packet is temporarily 
converted to a unicast packet destined for the root of the multi- 
cast tree. Once it reaches the root node, it is converted back to a 
multicast packet. Tne scheme prevents any erroneous copying 
or duplication of a multicast packet &er it is deflected. 
B. The back-to-the-dejeciion-node (BDW scheme 
The address consists of two parts. Unicast part which is ini- 
tially set to all O s  contains the unicast address of the deflection 
node. Multicast part contains the multicast address as described 
in Section III 
When a node receives a packet, it first checks the correspond- 
ing field in unicast part of the address. If there is a non-zero 
element, the node mutes the packet to the link identified by the 
1 bit. If the corresponding field in unicast part of the address is 
all zeros, the node processes its address field in multicast part of 
the address similar to that described in Section W-A. 1 with the 
following modifications. If the multicast packet is routed pmp- 
erly, the node erases all the bits in unicast part of the address 
before muting the packet or packets. If the packet is deflected, 
the node put its address in unicast part of the address. 
In this scheme, a deflected multicast packet is temporarily 
converted to a unicast packet destined for the deflection node. 
The packet is convened back to a normal multicast packet when 
it reaches the deflection node and is muted without deflection. 
v. ALL OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
We have proposed an all-optical implementation of a 2x2  
deflection muting node 141 based on the all-optical crossbar 
switches demonstrated by Glesk et al. [6]. A k x k deflection 
routing node can be constructed in a similar fashion although 
the complexity of the node architecture will increase rapidly 
with k. 
The BRN scheme requires a node to write or delete a bit all- 
optically. Note that no optical table look-up is required and the 
scheme minimizes the number of write and delete operations. 
The BDN scheme requires a node to add or remove part of the 
address that contains multiple bits. The scheme also requires 
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the node to store and retrieve its address all-optically. The re- 
quired operations can be a m e d  out using the all-optical cross- 
bar switches and the bit controlled wavelength converten [7]. 
The addition and removal of a bit in principle can be car- 
ried out using Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirmrs. and such opera- 
tions have been demonsuated at over I00  Gbids [SI. Recently, 
all-optical header swapping bas been demonstrated 191. The 
method can be adapted to swapping only part of an address as 
required in the BDN scheme. We can store the address of the 
node in an optical fiber storage ring. 
VI. NETWORK SIMULATIONS 
We study and compare the performance of the two proposed 
multicast deflection muting schemes using discrete event simu- 
lations on the slotted Manbattan Street Networks (MSNs). We 
use the batchedmean method to compute the results. The batch 
size is 10' time slots. The first batch result is discarded. All 
simulations are run sufficiently long such that the 95Y0 con& 
denceintervalsareless than l%ofthensults. Thetimeslotsre- 
quired to achieve the required confidence level are in the range 
MSNs are two connected networks in a two-dimensional 
mesh with toroidal boundaries. Node transmission directions 
alternate with rows and with columns. Only one packet can 
be transmitted on a link per time slot. In general, we assume 
that a node has at most one new arrival packet per time slot but 
can receive two packets simultaneously. Apart from the multi- 
cast traffic, there is background unicast traffic. The probability 
that a new unicast packet arrives at a node is the unicast offered 
load. The unicast load offered to each node is assumed to be 
the same. We also assume that a node sends unicast packets 
uniformly to each node in the network except itself. 
For an r x e MSN, there are r rows and c columns of node. 
We label them from left to right, and top to bottom. The node in 
the upper left comer is labeled I ,  and that in lower right comer 
is labeled N, i.e.. N = r x e. Figure 2 shows part of a 10 x 
10MSN andamulticasttree: {(I -+ 2 -+ 3 --t 4 -+ 5 --t 6 --t 
7 + 17 + 27), ( 1  + I I ) ,  (3 -+ 13), (5 -+ 15)). The arrows 
in Fig. 2 represent the hansmission directions of the links. The 
multicast tree is shown by the shaded nodes and thick arrows. 
Node 1 is the mot node of the me and is denoted by a double 
circle. Nodes 1.3. and 5 are the branchnodes. Node I generates 
a new packet according to the total offered load. The packet 
is then classified at random according to the assigned ratio of 
multicast to unicast offered loads. If the packet is a multicast 
packet, it will be forwarded to the nodes on the tree. 
In MSNs, a node always mutes the packets to their destina- 
tions using the shortest paths if possible. If two packets of the 
same type contend for the same output link, one of them is de- 
flected. A packet that has the same path length to the destination 
node from either of the output +I& is always deflected if the 
other packet does have a preference. These packets are said to 
have a don't care routing prefemce. 
of2 x 108 to 107. 
Fig. 2. A lox 10 MSN multicast trec: Node 1 is the mol of lhe me. Noder 1. 
3, and 5 M lhc bmch nodss. 
Traditionally, the nodes in MSNs are assumed to have the 
capability to classify the packet types from the packet destina- 
tions. For all-optical MSNs, we use the priority schemes pro- 
posed in [4] to provide the Same feature. We assume that a pri- 
ority bit is associated with each address field. The priority bit 
is set to 1 if the packet's desired output link is the only shortest 
path. Otherwise, it is set to 0. This modification slightly in- 
creases the header length but simplifies the node design. In the 
simulations, unicast packets are assumed to have the don 'I care 
routing feature using the priority approach. Multicast packets 
do not have this feature because they should be routed accord- 
ing to the multicast tree. We treat undeflected multicast packets 
with all priority bits set to ones. 
A. Simulation Results 
Intuitively the BDN scheme is expected to have better per- 
formance because the resource consumption per deflection of 
multicast packet is smaller. Simulation results, however, show 
that the opposite is true. Figure 3 plots the throughpukielay 
curves of the two schemes using the multicast tree shown in 
Fig. 2. We set the offered load of the background unicast traf- 
fic to 0.1 and measure the throughput and delay under differ- 
ent multicast offered loads. The asterisks and circles represent 
the results of the BRN and BDN schemes, respectively. From 
Fig. 3, the delay of the multicast packet in the BDN scheme 
is lower than that of the BRN scheme when the throughput is 
below 0.16. When the throughput is larger than 0.16, the delay 
for BDN increases rapidly. The maximum achievable through- 
put of the BDN scheme is found to he about 0.2 1 while that of 
the BRN scheme is 0.28. Although BRN has higher multicast 
throughput, its throughput of background unicast traffic is also 
higher as shown in Fig. 4. The BRN scheme consumes less s y c  
tem resources. We have similar observations on simulations of 
different network sues and different multicast tree topologies. 
Due to space limitation, we have not showed these results. 
We observe that the deflection probability of the multicast 
packets at the branch nodes ofthe multicast tree is much higher 
in the BDN scheme than in the BRN scheme. It is because a de- 
flected multicast packet in the BRN scheme is sent back to the 
mot node. The transit packet intensity at the root node there- 
fore increases with the deflection pmbabilityof the multicast 
packets. Since transit packets have higher priority than new ar- 
rival packets, the deflected multicast packets limit new packet 
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multicast throughput 
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Fig. 3. Thmughpul4lay c m  ofLe multias1 hat% using the multiasl 
Ire show in Fig. 2. The &ks and circles q - n l  the ravlts of the back- 
Fig. 4. Thmughpul c u m 6  ofthc backgmund uniast mffic using the multicast 
tlss show in Fig. 2. The rymbls and conditions are the s ~ m c  BS those uwd in 
admission at the root node. Such negative feedback 63es not 
exist in the BDN scheme unless the branch nodes me dose to 
the mot node. Our simulations show that the performance of the 
BDN scheme deteriorates if the branch nodes are moved further 
downst" from the mot node. Another reason for the better 
performance of the BRN scheme is that the deflected multicast 
packets re-enter the tree at the root node only. This prwtmts the 
deflected multicast packets from contending with transit pack- 
ets of the Same type. In BDN, however, the deflected packets 
contend with normal multicast packets on the tree and lbus the 
&flection probability of the multicast packets is increased. 
Although the performance of the BDN scheme is in general 
inferior, it consumes less resources at the non-branch nodes. 
A hybrid of the BRN and BDN schemes is expected to have 
better performance than either schemes alone. In Figs. 3 and 4, 
the squares denote the results of a hybrid multicast scheme in 
which we use BRN scheme at the branch nodes and the BDN 
scheme at other nodes. Figure 3 shows that the hybrid scheme 
bas a betterthroughput and delay than the two original schemes. 
The resource utilization of the hybrid scheme is also inipmved 
as shown in Fig. 4. AII-optical implementation of the: hybrid 
scheme is of course a bit more dimcult than in the two proposed 
schemes 
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we investigate multicast services on deilection- 
muted all-optical packet-switched networks. We proposed two 
multicast schemes that are compatible with deflection muting 
and can be implemented by demonstrated optical signal pro- 
cessing technology. n e  first scheme sends a deflected multi- 
cast packet back to the root node of the multicast tree while the 
second one sends the packet back to the deflection point. We 
compare the performance of the two multicast schemes by dis- 
crete event simulations using Manhattan Street Networks. We 
find that the back-to-the-root-node scheme in general performs 
better than the back-to-the-deflection-node scheme because the 
former has a smaller &flection probability at the branch nodes 
of the tree. As tbe back-to-thedeflection-node scheme wn- 
sumes less system resource per deflection, we find that a hy- 
brid of the two schemes has the best system performance at the 
expense of increased implementation complexity. 
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